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ABSTRACT
Summary: The ability to detect clusters of functionally related
genes in multiple microbial genomes has enormous potential
for enhancing studies on gene function and microbial evolution. The staggering amount of new genome sequence data
presents a largely untapped resource for gene cluster discovery. To date, gene cluster analysis has not been fully
automated, and one must rely on manual, tedious and timeconsuming manipulation of sequences. To facilitate accurate and rapid identification of conserved gene clusters, we
developed a database-driven web application, called ORFcurator. We used ORFcurator to find clusters containing any
genes similar to those of the 14-gene Widespread Colonization Island of Actinobacillus actinomycetemcomitans. From
126 genomes, ORFcurator identified all 73 clusters previously
determined by manual searching.
Availability: ORFcurator and all associated scripts are freely
available as supplementary information.
Contact: desalle@amnh.org
Supplementary information: http://www.genomecurator.org/
ORFcurator/

INTRODUCTION
Ordering, interpreting and annotating genes and clusters of
genes across multiple genomes (‘Molecular Curation’) are the
major goals of whole genome sequencing. Evolutionarily conserved genes and gene clusters across prokaryotic genomes
may offer valuable insight into evolutionarily maintained biochemical processes and genome structure (Itoh et al., 1999;
Lathe et al., 2000; Rogozin et al., 2002; Xie et al., 1999). In
addition, analysis of gene clusters across multiple genomes
can provide insight into their histories [e.g. the creation and
dispersion of clusters (Itoh et al., 1999)]. However, extracting
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genes into easily interpretable formats, from both annotated (‘complete’) and unannotated (‘incomplete’) genomic
sequences remains a significant task. Many tools have been
created that can aid in these tasks [e.g. STRING (von Mering
et al., 2003) and the COG database (Tatusov et al., 2003)].
Nonetheless, comparative analysis is time consuming and
difficult even when genomes have been completed and fully
annotated [e.g. available at GenBank (Benson et al., 2004)].
Here we describe ORFcurator, a web application that simplifies and automates the discovery of putative genes and gene
clusters for prokaryotic organisms. ORFcurator enables one to
enter genes, either singly or as a cluster of genes from the same
locus. The application searches across a database consisting
of compiled sequences from complete and partially assembled
genomes. The results are presented as both sequence data and
graphical maps of the discovered clusters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
An application was written that (1) identifies putative genes
and (2) creates clusters from these identified genes. Using
an alignment search tool, the application identifies regions
of sequence similarity between every submitted ‘query
sequence’ and selected genome sequences stored in a local
MySQL database. All sequence information is updated on
a weekly basis. The current implementation uses BLAST,
supplemented with Apple/Genentech BLAST (ACG, 2002,
http://www.apple.com/acg/). We have plans to incorporate more efficient alignment search tools such as BLAT
(Kent, 2002).
Query sequences are aligned separately against each selected genome. The application selects sequence alignment
regions using a specified criterion. Additional genome
sequence is then retrieved upstream and downstream until
the first in-frame stop codon is encountered. This sequence is
referred to as the ‘stop-alignment-stop’ sequence. Within each
stop-alignment-stop sequence, the application identifies the
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Fig. 1. ORFcurator is a database driven web application. The local database is populated with information from a number of sequencing
centers and databanks. ORFcuration begins by first performing a sequence alignment for each query sequence individually with each selected
genome (1); database sequence that includes the alignment and a single stop codon upstream and downstream is then retrieved from the local
database (2); the database sequence is then searched for complete ORFs (3); and finally, the ORFs are clustered into loci based on a specified
proximity threshold (4).
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largest open reading frame (ORF). The largest ORF is defined
as a sequence within the stop-alignment-stop sequence that
begins with the first in-frame start codon and ends with a
stop codon.
All complete ORFs are clustered based on sequence
positions relative to each genome contiguously. Clustering is performed by iteratively identifying ORFs
that are within a specified proximity criterion of each
other. Every cluster is called a ‘locus’. Within each
locus, ORFs can be manually selected and stored in
a Gene Finding Format (GFF), (Durbin and Haussler,
2000, http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/formats/GFF/GFF_
Spec.shtml) file and used to generate graphical images using
gff2ps (Abril and Guigo, 2000) and pstopdf (Apple, 2004).
This entire ORF identification and clustering process, outlined
in Figure 1, is termed ‘ORFcuration’.

Evaluation
The efficacy of ORFcurator was assessed using a gold standard created from 126 organisms that had been previously
examined manually for a recently discovered genomic island
consisting of multiple genes involved in bacterial adherence (collectively called the Widespread Colonization Island,
WCI) (Planet et al., 2003). Of these organisms, the WCI was
identified in 73 organisms; 54 did not have the WCI. We
used ORFcurator to search our database for these genes using
the WCI gene cluster from two organisms, Actinobacillus
actinomycetemcomitans and Caulobacter crescentus.
True positives (TPs) were identified as instances when ORFcurator found a previously identified cluster. False positives
(FPs) were noted when clusters were found in organisms that
were known not to contain the cluster. True negatives (TNs)
were characterized by instances when ORFcurator did not
identify a cluster in an organism that did not contain the
cluster. False negatives (FNs) were noted when a cluster was
not found in an organism that was known to have a cluster.
The positive predictive value [PPV = TP/(TP + FP)], sensitivity [TP/(TP + FN)] and specificity [TN/(TN + FP)] were
calculated.
ORFcurator identified all the known gene clusters from the
gold standard. PPV values improved when setting a lenient
E-value (e.g. all clusters were retrived at an E-value of 0.1).
When using no E-value cutoff in our evaluation, the PPV
was 0.92 and sensitivity was 0.89. Although imposing a more
stringent E-value threshold increased the PPV, it impacted the
sensitivity of the searches. Thus, while ORFcurator simplifies
identifying putative gene clusters, manual inspection is still
required to validate found clusters.

SUMMARY
A fundamental operation in microbial genetics and genomics is identifying conserved gene clusters. As the availability
of sequence data multiplies, this task is increasingly dependent on automated tools. By centralizing disparate sequence
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information into a single database, researchers can use these
tools to search across various sequence repositories and centers, regardless of whether or not the sequences have been
fully annotated. In addition, such tools can also exploit the
well-known association between physical proximity of genes
on the chromosome and function (Jacob et al., 1960) to predict function of the many ‘hypothetical’ genes from genome
projects. Tools such as ORFcurator will play a valuable role in
identifying putative genes and gene clusters, which may lead
to subsequent functional hypotheses.
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